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for Landmine Types Based on IR Images Using
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The object of humanitarian demining is to find and
remove abandoned landmines without any hazard to the
environment. These landmines were intended for military
use when they were planted, but their duty has expired.
Furthermore, humanitarian demining equipment is required
to be more accurate than military-purpose equipment
because the military can afford a certain degree of casualty
risk.

Abstract:---Infrared Image characteristics have some
interesting capabilities that may assist in the detection of
shallowly buried objects, in particular to help in the
identification of landmine contaminated areas. This paper
presents some preliminary results for the detection of buried
Anti-Personnel Landmines (APLs) using an infrared
imaging system. We describe an algorithm for the detection
of landmine candidates by exploiting features in the images
after extracting the object from background. Different
threshold levels are applied to select groups of pixels that
correspond to the object, and are the ones that could indicate
a target position to the produced binary images.
Unsupervised Self Organizing Map neural network was
employed to differentiate among the land mines for better
choice of the suitable removal method. Our test results
approved more than 98% detection accuracy.

Various techniques in the area of sensor physics, signal
processing, and robotics have been studied during the last
decade. Most mine detection techniques depend on sensors,
signal processing, and decision processes. For the sensor
part, ground penetration radar (GPR), infrared (IR), and
ultrasound (US) sensors are reviewed. For the signal
processing and decision parts, a commonly used set of
image
processing
techniques
including
filtering,
enhancement, feature extraction, and segmentation are
surveyed. Segmentation is used to extract a mine signal
from various competing signals, the mine detection
algorithms work with inhomogeneous background.

Keywords:--APL, Feature extraction, Neural network, IR
images
I. INTRODUCTION

M

ORE than 26,000 people are killed or maimed by
mines every year, which is equivalent to one victim,
every 20 min. For example, in Cambodia one out of every
236 people is a landmine amputee. The casualty ratio rises
to one out of every 140 people in Angola, which has more
mines than people in addition to fatal casualties and
enormous financial losses. In Cambodia, approximately
40% of the rice fields have been mined and abandoned.
Most tragic is that many victims are children and most
mine-afflicted countries are poverty stricken, as well.

In section 2 a brief history for mines detection is
introduced, in section 3, a complete description for the
proposed classification algorithm among some predefined
mine types is demonstrated. In section 4 we present and
discuss the results. In section 5 the work conclusion will be
given.
II.

MINE DETECTION OVERVIEW

Signal and Image Processing Techniques
2D information for mine location is the most important
feature used for mine detection independent of the sensor
used.

Because of the potentially catastrophic results of
unintentional mine encounters, the process of detecting and
removing mines, called demining, is particularly important.
Manual demining is extremely dangerous; around one
deminer has been killed for every 2,000 mines removed,
with even more civilian victims. The cost to purchase and
lay a typical antipersonnel mine ranges from $3 to $30,
while the cost to remove a single mine ranges from $300 to
$1000. Because mines can be made of both metallic and
nonmetallic materials, detection using only conventional
metal detectors cannot give a promising result. Report also
indicate metal detectors are subject to many false Image
Processing-Based. High labor cost and the slow pace
involved are encouraging development of other techniques.
Although some military demining equipment has been
developed and used during the Gulf War by the US Army,
civilian related demining, called humanitarian demining, is
quite different from the military work.

The sensor output can be represented in the form of 2D
data, which can be considered an image. In the next table
will give a comparison between common mines detection
methods [1-7].
Many recent algorithm were developed as the geometrical
feature-based sensor fusion framework [21], combining
GPR and IR, as an effective technique for detection and
classification of APM which reduces the false alarm rate
significantly. In this algorithm they consider the basic
geometrical shape descriptor features of an object and
construct a feature vector for each of the objects. These
feature vectors are used to train a probabilistic neural
network (PNN) for the classification of APMs.
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Table 1. Comparison between mines detection methods

Method

algorithm) as well as noise removal and smoothing which
are typical applications of binary morphology.
In order to define morphological operators, the structuring
element should be defined first. A structuring element can
be considered as a simple matrix or a small window that
represents a certain local property of the whole image. A
structuring element defines the region of support around the
origin, and it adds an offset value to each pixel on the
defined region of support [24].

Risk Profile

Greatcore GDM1
remote landmine
detector

- Detection from up to 30 feet - no injury risk
during detection.
- Can detect landmines with low metal
content, resulting in higher success.

Metal manual
landmine detector

- Close proximity to landmines.
- False positives of 1000 for every 1
landmine.
- Low success with landmines of low metal
content.

C. Feature Extraction
Both GPR and IR sensors produce huge amounts of data
for Cscanned image sequences and dynamic thermography,
respectively. Combination of two or more different types of
sensors results in multiple, heterogeneous data. Extraction
of the desired features from the large-scale, heterogeneous
data is a daunting task. Orthogonal transformations can
serve as a tool for removing redundant data and analyzing
the desired property in large-scale data. The discrete cosine
transform (DCT) used in image and video compression is
one example of this type of transformation, and the discrete
Fourier transform or singular value decomposition is
another.
In this paper we used MATLAB R2008 including some
toolbooks like signal processing and neural network to
develop our classification algorithm in the simplest way. In
the following subsections we’ll briefly describe each
function used [14-20].

- Time and investment taken to train these
animals.
Use of animals for
- Indeterminate false positives.
mine detection
- Lacking compliance with U.N. standards
for humanitarian demining.
- Still experimental with indeterminate false
positives.
Use of plants for
- Issues of ecological control of a new
landmine detection genetically engineered specie.
- Question of meeting U.N. standards for
humanitarian demining.
- Certain explosive chemicals are yet
Bacteria for
undetectible.
landmine detection - Question of meeting U.N. standards for
humanitarian demining.
Nuclear detection

- Still theoretical.

Unmanned
- Relatively high cost operations.
landmine detection - Logistics of transporting and servicing
vehicles
these vehicles.

III. THE PROPOSED CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHM
IR images

The main core of the detection algorithm is the library
mine images we have. In this work we will depend on IR
library of images for learning the neural network and testing
it for detecting and classifying mine. The image ibrary
source was Joint Research Centre (JRC) Landmine
Signatures Database. It was one of the European
Commission (EC) R&D Program on Humanitarian
Demining [8]. This library has more than 45 IR images for 6
mine types in different image capture angle.

Features Extraction

Image enhacement

Image
preperation

Neural Network
learning

A. Filtering
Noise is unavoidable in the output of most sensors. Two
filtering techniques were given as example for noise
removal, the Wiener filter and the alternating sequential
filter, were reviewed for the purpose of noise removal. The
Wiener filter is also known as the minimum mean square
error (MMSE) filter in the image processing area. The
alternating sequential filter is based on gray-scale
morphology [9-13].

classifed
mines

Fig 1. Proposed algorithm block diagram

In the proposed algorithm as shown in the block diagram
in Figure 1, we followed the coming main steps:
1. Image Preparation
2. Image Enhancement
3. Feature Extraction
4. Building Neural network model
5. Mines classifications

B. Gray-Scale Morphology
Mathematical morphology has been applied primarily for
binary image processing. Basic or the first level functions,
such as dilation and erosion, are performed by structure
elements with various shapes and sizes. Repetition of the
basic functions forms the second level functions, such as
opening and closing. By appropriately combining those
operations, a regionbased processing, such as boundary
extraction, region filling, and thinning, can be realized.
Gray-scale morphology can provide more complicated
processing, such as gradient extraction, contrast
enhancement, and regionbased segmentation (watershed

A. Image preparation
In this phase we did:
i. Image scaling to set all images to 340x340 pixels
ii. Converting the image to Black and White image (BW)
B. Image Enhancements
We applied many function (using MATHLAB) as an
image enhancement step before applying the features
functions which are:
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1. BWareaopen
Morphologically open binary image (remove small objects)
BW2 = bwareaopen(BW,P)

C. Features extractions
As phase 3 we go to feature extraction step
We applied many function on each image and finally we got
a vector for features for each image this vector length was 9
These 9 features were:
1. Mean
2. 6 coefficients of 2d DCT
3. Center and Radius
4. Difference

(1)

Where BW2 removes from a binary image all connected
components (objects) that have fewer than P pixels,
producing another binary image, BW2.
2. Bwtraceboundary
This function will be used to trace object in binary image
B = bwtraceboundary(BW,P,fstep,conn)

First: Mean
In mathematics and statistics, the arithmetic mean, often
referred to as simply the mean or average when the context
is clear, is a method to derive the central tendency of a
sample space. The term "arithmetic mean" is preferred in
mathematics and statistics because it helps distinguish it
from other averages such as the geometric and harmonic
mean.

(2)

Where B specifies the connectivity to use when tracing
the boundary. P is a two-element vector specifying the row
and column coordinates of the point on the object boundary
where you want the tracing to begin. fstep is a string
specifying the initial search direction for the next object
pixel connected to P.

Suppose we have sample space
the arithmetic mean A is defined via the equation

3. Strel
Strel : Create morphological structuring element (STREL)
SE = strel('diamond', R) (3)

. Then

(6)
Because of the list is an image pixels values, and then the
mean of that population is called an Image mean.

It creates a flat, diamond-shaped structuring element,
where R specifies the distance from the structuring element
origin to the points of the diamond. R must be a nonnegative
integer scalar as shown in Figure 2

Second: 2D DCT
The Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT)
The discrete cosine transform (DCT) helps separate the
image into parts (or spectral sub-bands) of differing
importance (with respect to the image's visual quality). The
DCT is similar to the discrete Fourier transform: it
transforms a signal or image from the spatial domain to the
frequency domain (Figure 4).

Fig 2. The diamond shape of strel function

4. Imclose
We use imclose to join the circles in the image together
by filling in the gaps between them and by smoothing their
outer edges.
IM2 = imclose(IM,SE)
(4)

Fig 4. Discrete cosine Transform

DCT Encoding
The general equation for a 2D (N by M image) DCT is
defined by the following equation:

This function performs morphological closing on the
grayscale or binary image IM, returning the closed image,
IM2 as shown in Figure 3
.

(7)
The basic operation of the DCT is as follows:
• The input image is N by M;
• f(i,j) is the intensity of the pixel in row i and
column j;
• F(u,v) is the DCT coefficient in row k1 and column
k2 of the DCT matrix.

Fig 3. Joined and enjoined circles

5. imfill
Fill image regions and holes
BW2 = imfill(BW,'holes')

(5)
Third: The Area, Center and Radius
In this step we calculate the object area based on
calculating its center and radius using the enxt MATHLAB
function

It fills holes in the binary image BW. A hole is a set of
background pixels that cannot be reached by filling in the
background from the edge of the image.
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Regionprops
regionprops can be used to estimate the area enclosed by
each of the boundaries
STATS = regionprops(L, I,centroid)

It is best if the data are fairly evenly distributed across the
neurons. In this figure, the data are concentrated a little
more in the outer neurons, but overall the distribution is
fairly even.

(8)

Where, STATS measures a set of properties (centroid) for
each labeled region in the 2-D grayscale image I. L is a
label matrix that identifies the regions in I and must have
the same size as I and L is a two-dimensional array of
nonnegative integers that represent contiguous regions.
Centroid is 1-by-ndims(L) vector that specifies the center of
mass of the region
Forth : Difference
diff(X) returns the differences calculated along the first nonsingleton. We use this function. We apply this function on
the image library we have to get difference between the
input image with respect to the image in the test library
C. Building Neural network model
There is a weight plane for each element of the input
vector. They are visualizations of the weights that connect
each input to each of the neurons. (Darker colors represent
larger weights.) If the connection patterns of two inputs are
very similar, you can assume that the inputs were highly
correlated. The best case when we achieve very different
patterns for different classes of the inputs. In our case we
classify between 6 categories of mines and tried to use
different numbers of neurons to achieve the best results and
finally came to the used parameters “input range, training
accuracy, biasing, epochs, and the maximum number of
iterations.
Training data used ( please put specs of the used data
“number of samples/each class, number of classes,
condition ‘orientation, env. Condition, repetition, ‘,”.

Fig 6. The weight plane figure of the 9 elements of one input
vector “as an example” to the network.

The Neural network used is Self Organizing Map
composed of two dimensional 6*6 grid one , figure 5, with 9
inputs resembling the number of features of each image, as
shown in figure 5. The network was initialized with values
ranging from 0 to 1 and 1000 epochs with 0.001 training
accuracy and one tuning phase neighborhood distance.
While training the neurons in a competitive layer are
distributed to recognize frequently presented input vectors.
The architecture for a competitive network is shown in
figure 6 where the input vector P and weight matrix IW1,1
are accepted to produce a vector having S1 elements which
present the negative of the distances between the input
vector and iIW1,1 vectors formed from the rows of the input
weight matrix. The net input n1 of a competitive layer is
computed by finding the negative distance between input
vector P and the weight vectors and adding the biases b. if
all biases are zero the maximum net input a neuron can have
is 0. This occurs when the input vector P equals that
neuron’s weight vector.
The competitive transfer function accepts a network input
vector for a layer and returns neuron outputs of 0 for all
neurons except for the winner which returns output 1, the
neuron associated with the most positive element of net
input n1. If all biases are 0 then the neuron whose weight
vector is closest to the input vector has the least negative net
input and therefore wins the competition to output a 1.

Fig 5. The network presentation as hexagonal network topology
formed of 6*6 neurons (a) and resembles how many data points are
associated with each neuron (b).

Self-organizing Map networks learn to detect regularities
and correlations in their input and adapt their future
responses to that input accordingly. Such networks learn to
recognize groups of similar input vectors in such a way that
neurons physically near each other in the competitive layer
respond to similar input vectors and automatically learns to
classify them. However the classes that the competitive
layer finds are dependent only on the distance between input
vectors. If two input vectors are very similar the competitive
layer probably puts them in the same class. There is no
mechanism in a strictly competitive layer design to say
whether or not any two input vectors are in the same class or
different classes.

D. Mines classifications

(a)

(b)
(c)
Fig 7. Mines types

(d)

We have infrared image library for number of mine types
(4 types) listed from figure 7 with different positions to each
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[9]

type according to angle of making photo and different
number of positions
IV. RESULTS

[10]

After applying image processing and enhancement we
described earlier features extracted were extracted and
applied as input to the neural network engine. Each image is
described by 6 vectors resembling the 6 features forming the
input matrix for each image. After training the 6x6 neural
network it classified the images into groups according to
mines types. In figure 7 we group the neural network output
neurons according to their response to each mine type. We
achieved 100% matching the mines to images set we have.
For the first type we have 16 images (we grouped with red
color frame) and we can see the neuron number in side the
set framed with red not repeated in any other set and so for
the second type – 8 images and their corresponding neurons
marked with green.

[11]

[12]
[13]

[14]

[15]

[16]

[17]

[18]

[19]
[20]
[21]

Fig 8. grouping the results based on mine types

For the third type – 13 images and their corresponding
neurons marked with blue. For the forth type – 5 images and
their corresponding neurons marked with magenta.
We notice that no neuron weight repeated from group to
another which means no conflict in image classification
among different mines types.
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V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we developed a system for mines
calcification based on IR images using artificial neural
network. We used a library of IR images resembling Four
different mine categories to train and test the developed
algorithm. the results proved excellent recognition accuracy
regardless the image size, imaging angle, and the added
noise ratio. 98% classification accuracy may be achieved by
increasing the training pool size and help increasing the
number of classes.
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